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Hope is not the conviction that something will turn out well but the
certainty that something makes sense, regardless of how it turns out.
Václav Havel

Insula dulcamara, Paul Klee

Excerpt from The Souls Probation, Scene 8
by Rudolf Steiner

Celebratory birthdays
Becoming 93
Jack Knight, Simeon Houses............................. 9 September
Becoming 92
Lenie Seyfert-Landgraff, Clanabogan............................8 July
Becoming 85
Annelies Brüll, Camphill Schools...............................24 July
Regine Blockhuys, Lehenhof................................... 1 August
Becoming 80
Christoph Andreas Lindenberg, Beaver Run.......... 20 August
Michael Phillips, Sturts Farm............................. 8 September
Becoming 75
Georg Shad, Ringwood......................................... 23 August
Becoming 70
Graham Calderwood, Tigh a'Chomainn.......................7 July
Virginia Kelly, The Croft.............................................13 July
John Heath, Newton Dee..........................................27 July
George Lissant, Newton Dee................................ 30 August
Any additions or changes,
please let Sandra Stoddard know at:
sandrastoddard@gmail.com.

Michael Phillips writes:
Reading through this play again, I came to this part which –
like much else in these plays – seemed relevant to our times.
The Grand Master’s advice:
f you would worthily prepare yourselves, that your
soul’s vision may receive the light of wisdom from
Christ’s Spirit – you must observe yourselves attentively,
so that the illusion coming from yourselves may not take
hold of you, when you believe it is furthest from you.
The Second Master of Ceremonies continues:
Clearly considering these words we shall not be of the false
opinion that we can easily pass on those high teachings
unto which our souls have promised their devotion. Yet
rejoice that we can meet so many souls who can receive
unconsciously today the seed for future lives on earth. This
seed may show itself at first as opposition to those powers
towards which it will turn in later times. Behind much hatred
turned against us can be observed the seeds of future love.
But there must always be such as will behold the coming
times and consecrate their best efforts to wrest all Being
from the present moment.
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Research as a signpost to the heart: the difference Camphill can make
Presentation at the Inclusive New Lanark Conference May 2012
Maria Lyons, Aberdeen, Scotland

M

y research was inspired by my experiences at university. I wanted to find out why our study was so
regulated, why our lectures and seminars were so narrow and fixed, why we were constantly being advised
(and often compelled) to go on training courses where
we would be instructed by experts on how to do pretty
much everything: how to listen, how to write, how to
take notes, how to communicate, how to network, how
not to offend each other, how to be what they called an
‘effective’ learner. Essentially we were being trained to
become ‘effective’ people.
It became clear to me quite early on that the reason we
were being bombarded with all of these extracurricular
courses and sessions was because we were not trusted to
learn these things for ourselves. Not only were we students
not trusted to muddle through and figure things out as we
went along, but our tutors were not trusted to know what
to teach us, and how to teach us. So they also had to be
told, and in great detail, and constantly checked along
the way to ensure they were doing things correctly, and
that we were learning the right things. Every course had
to fit a template, with pre-determined learning outcomes,
against which their teaching and our learning could be
measured. I came to see my education, as I’m sure many
of the teaching profession, and other professionals, have
come to see their jobs.
Like this: My education wasn’t about learning at all, it
was about performance. I was being taught how to act
as though I had learned something.
Trust is a fascinating thing. Today we often hear that
there is a crisis of trust. Apparently, the public, we, you
and I, no longer trust each other, or public servants
such as doctors, dentists, politicians, teachers. But how
can this be? We still go to the doctor, we still send our
children to school, and we still listen to the advice of
our friends and carers. If we didn’t trust each other, dayto-day life would be simply impossible. Without trust,
we wouldn’t get out of bed in the morning, we’d be too
frightened of all the awful things that could happen to
us throughout the day!
Rudolf Steiner said that we should try to strengthen our
trust. The instinctive confidence that we have in each other
in these small, everyday situations should be present also
in bigger, more important events and relationships.
Trust must reign in interpersonal relationships. In this
trust – what a golden word – in the education for this
trust, in this belief in the single human being, in the
education for this belief in the single human being,
lies the impulse, the only impulse for the social life
of the future.
Steiner believed that it is only this trust that will lead the
single human being into the community.
It is perhaps hard to imagine that we would have to
establish laws and procedures for stepping out of each
other’s way on the pavement because we no longer
trusted each other to do that. But this is the reality of
where we are heading. It is always the lowest common
denominator that determines the rule, in other words,
the potential for anti-social or irresponsible behavior by
one person becomes the standard by which we are all

judged. Although we don’t really know what this trust
thing is all about, if we do indeed lack this fundamental
human quality or if something else is wrong with our
society, the tendency has been to move towards greater
and greater efforts to guarantee – to make sure – that we
will all act in a certain way.
The philosopher Onora O’Neill has spoken a great
deal about trust, and she observed that in our efforts
to guarantee correct and trustworthy behaviour we are
imposing ever more stringent forms of control. That is
to say, whatever our work is, be it in a school, in a bakery, in a shop, on a farm, it is believed that we can and
will only do our work well if we are under heavy and
constant supervision.
In my department at university there was once a policy
handed around for carrying books. It spelled out the
procedures and safety measures for individuals working alone in that most dangerous of places, the library.
At the bottom of this long list of instructions for how to
behave in the library was the following message: Remember – common sense prevails! This piece of paper
told me two things. Firstly, it told me how to carry books
and walk up and down stairs, which I had been doing
without incident my whole life. It also, more seriously,
told me that the university feared that if I hurt myself
while carrying books or climbing the stairs, I would not
take responsibility for my own carelessness, that I might
blame them. It’s not my fault philosophy books are so
heavy; someone else should suffer the consequences too.
This is just a small example, but this is how we do everything on a wider scale in our society today. Someone
else, it could be my employer, an institution, perhaps an
official, is responsible for what happens to me. We’ve
all heard on the radio or read in the newspaper, similar
complaints: ‘My child cannot read, it’s the government‘s
fault’, ‘My health is bad, it’s the government’s fault’,
‘Young people are behaving badly in the street, the government should do something…’ Hand in hand with this
tendency for blaming others – usually politicians – for
our difficulties is this profound, remarkable belief that
they can do something about them. That they have the
power to fix our problems has become a matter of blind
faith. Ensuring our safety, our health, our learning, even
our happiness, is someone else’s task, as if there existed
a suitable national policy to deal with every single human problem or type of interaction.
So, paradoxically, the flipside of the absence of trust in
each other is that it evolves into a disengagement from
our own lives, a surrendering – a giving up – of personal
responsibility. We let someone else make our decisions
for us, determine how we are going to behave in any
given situation. Sometimes this happens consciously, but
more often than not it happens automatically, without
our really thinking about it.
The Brazilian educator Paulo Freire said that to alienate
men from their own decision-making is to turn them into
objects. Surrendering responsibility – looking for answers
outside of ourselves, perhaps in politics, or in management systems, or in standard procedures – means that we
objectify ourselves and others. We lose ourselves, and
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we lose each other. We are less and less human beings,
of head, heart and hands, of body, soul and spirit, and
more and more simply problems to be resolved by the
latest policy or technology.
Karl König, the founding father of Camphill, recognized
that so long as we allow ourselves to be treated as objects, and treat each other as objects, we are somehow
less than human, incomplete. He believed that it was
only through forming meaningful relationships that we
can develop our humanity in its wholeness. Simply
the meeting, I to I, of two persons creates that curative
education which counters, in a healing way, the threat
to our inner humanity.
I believe this threat to our inner humanity is as real
now as it was in König’s time. It merely takes on new
and ever more subtle forms. There are two ways we can
resist the powerful forces that, in treating everyone as
objects, squeezes out individuality and personality. The
first way is to take responsibility for ourselves, our own
lives and decisions, and the second is to form meaningful, trusting, relationships.
At university, I couldn’t understand why my fellow students, my lecturers, the professors, were allowing these
things to happen. Why they were allowing themselves
to be controlled and dictated to by administrators and
external authorities, why were they allowing learning
and teaching to be corrupted and even destroyed by all
of these pressures for assessment, for measurement, for
marketable skills and paper trails? Why, I would ask myself
in mounting frustration, were they not saying NO? And
then, in my reading, I came across an answer. They were
vulnerable to all of these pressures and self-interested
temptations because of the absence of anything that could
be called a genuine academic community. A mere collection of specialists, there was nothing they would go to
the stake for. They were left defenseless primarily by their
isolation from each other.
I realised then that resistance doesn’t lie in calling for
reforms or new policies or new governments. If members
of my department and university made a conscious effort
to form a community, to identify shared purposes and,
most importantly, share responsibility for realising those
purposes, this would be an act of resistance far more
powerful than any intellectual critique or political protest.

Having grown up in Camphill and gone away to study
something completely different, I suddenly came to a
new understanding of what Camphill was all about.
The scholar and writer Dan McKanan described the
Camphill movement as being founded on the notion of
‘transformative presence: the idea that society changes
when small groups of people begin living in a new way’.
This characterisation captures something essential about
Camphill, I felt. But, as Dan McKanan noted, in order
to be a transformative presence in the world, you have
to touch it, you have to be present in it.
Which brings me, finally, to the matter of research. Doing research ourselves, and being open to research done
by others, is engaging with and participating in the wider
world with our heads, if you like. Many people are talking
today about the need to justify the Camphill approach, to
make it more transparent and understandable to the world,
to assess its impact, and so on. Like the cartoon man says,
it’s not enough anymore that many people think we do a
jolly good job. We need to prove that we do.
While this is really important, I think the most vital
part of this research effort is not the showing that Camphill’s particular methods of care or community way of
life are legitimate and effective, but rather that they are
possible, that they exist. In other words, in showing the
world what we do and why we do it, through research
and publicity, we are getting the message across to many
more people that it is possible to take responsibility
for yourself, it is possible to base your life and work
on respectful relationships with other people, it is possible to trust each other and still survive, it is possible
to cooperate and still be successful. It’s to say, ‘Look at
us, over here, we are doing it’, or at least, we are trying
our very best to. We’re doing things differently. It’s not
an idea, it’s a reality.
As I understand it, the founders of Camphill were
inspired to meet social needs, not needs confined to a
specific sphere of social life or a particular profession,
but any needs as they change and develop over time. I
think that in presenting a clear and un-ignorable example that individuals can in fact decide to ‘begin living
in a new way’, not necessarily this way, or our way, but
one’s own way, Camphill would be doing the world a
service that reaches far beyond what we are already
accomplishing in our immediate communities.
Quotes taken from: Rudolf Steiner, Threefolding: A Social Alternative; Onora O’Neill, The Philosophy of Trust;
Paolo Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed; Carlo Pietzner,
Aspects of Curative Education; Marjorie Reeves, The Crisis
in Higher Education; Dan McKanan, Touching the World:
Christian Communities Transforming Society.

Maria works as an independent researcher
and language teacher and lives with her
partner in Aberdeen, Scotland. She completed
a PhD in 2011 which explored the historical
and spiritual roots of the contemporary crisis
in British education. She is currently carrying
out a research project for Newton Dee
Community as well as pursuing her interest in
the economic writings of Rudolf Steiner and
the Social Credit Movement.
Embrace, Paul Klee
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would like you to imagine how an intentional community such as Camphill starts off. In a rather simplistic
and generalised way, we can say that intentional communities tend to start off small and cohesive, with a great
amount of vision and energy, with few resources but
much hard work and dedication. When they first begin
communities tend to be separate from the world in terms
of their physical location, their distinctive culture and
also in terms of their belief systems. They focus on their
own concerns and deliberately set themselves apart from
and reject the world outside.
Later as communities evolve and develop, they move
through different phases of organisation and individualisation. In the process, communities begin to turn their
attention to the world beyond their boundaries. They do
this partly because they have to develop some form of
connection in order to survive and partly because they
begin to feel a social conscience – a responsibility to
engage with and promote issues that are fundamental
to their ideas and their work; issues to do with social
justice, with peace and co-operation, environmental
and ecological concerns. Over time communities tend
to develop an awareness of their responsibility to share,
to learn and to collaborate beyond their boundaries as
they strive to create a better world.
This touches on the question of what communities are
for. Are communities for the benefit of their members
or are they for the world? Obviously, they are for both.
Communities are both places of retreat and places of mission and service. They are places for people to escape to
from a society that they feel they do not fit in with; places
where they can live out their ideals. But they are also
places from which to serve the world. Communities have
been described as ‘social laboratories’; places in which
people can develop new forms of social relationships,
new and better ways of living together, new forms of
equality and co-operation, new forms of social renewal.
Over time, as communities evolve, the walls they set
up around themselves can begin to become bridges –
bridges over which they can engage with the world.
Boundaries can become not just places of protection but
also places where new ideas can be shared. Despite the
fact that the early Camphill communities were indeed
isolated, nonetheless they had to engage with society
and the state through the very fact that they provided
education, care, support and work for people with learning disabilities.
Camphill communities have to be accountable to
society for the way in which they look after vulnerable
people and the way in which they use the money that
they are paid to do this. There has been a great amount of
regulations, requirements and inspections from all sorts
of different external bodies. There has been the need for
training, professional development and management
and the need to learn new skills, new knowledge and
new practices. I would suggest that the Camphill communities could only develop as they have because they
have been directly influenced by the principles and
practices of contemporary modern day education and
social care – ideas and practices that they would have

not have developed so quickly or at all without such
external influence.
The emphasis in Camphill communities has always
been on community. Now the emphasis is turning
towards promoting the rights, needs and wishes of the
individual – not just the individual pupil or resident but
also the individual co-worker. As we know, modern day
community is now about finding a healthy and sustainable balance between the individual and community.
It has been said that a society can be judged by the way
in which it treats its most vulnerable members. During
the course of the seventy years that Camphill has been
creating inclusive communities, society has increasingly taken responsibility for the welfare of those people
who need more support – in order to protect them from
harm, from inequality and discrimination. In this process, the state approach to care and support has turned
away from separation, away from institutional care and
what is termed ‘congregate care’ and is now based on
concepts of ‘normalisation’, ‘inclusion’ and ‘care in the
community’. In the process care and support in inclusive
communities such as Camphill has fallen out of favour.
Yet we know that for some people sharing life in a community is a richly rewarding experience. People need to
be able to have the choice to live in a community if this
is what they feel they want and if it meets their needs.
Camphill Scotland has been active in trying to set out
the case for choice and diversity; that people should be
allowed to choose where they want to live from a range
of options – a range of options that includes choosing to
live in a community like Camphill. Camphill Scotland
is an association of all the Camphill communities in
Scotland that has been working for many years to talk
to government, to agencies, and to make the case for
Camphill communities as settings for education, social
care and for individualised support. Camphill Scotland
also advises communities how best to integrate the increasing number of new laws, new requirements, new
care and support principles and new funding systems.
As Camphill Scotland – and other groups and individuals – become more engaged in talking to the world of
professionals, funders, policy makers and regulators, and
as Camphill works more and more in partnership with
other organisations, there is a growing realisation that
we have to become better at explaining what we do and
how we do it – to explain what life is like in a Camphill
community and to explain the strange ideas and terms
in anthroposophy so that they do not just put people off.
Recently there have been situations that show there is
still a lingering image in the minds of some people that
Camphill is a kind of sinister cult or a hippie commune.
We in Camphill have got better at lots of things. We
have become better at internal governance, professional
development, external accountability and public relations. There are Camphill shops and cafés that encourage
the public to come and see what goes on in a Camphill
community.
There are several innovative outreach projects that
reach out beyond the traditional Camphill boundaries.
The Bachelor of Arts in Social Pedagogy (BASP) is a de-
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gree level training course run in conjunction with the
Camphill communities and the University of Aberdeen.
The Scottish communities and Camphill Scotland have
put on several conferences for professionals. A book
called Discovering Camphill, edited by Robin Jackson,
came out last year that tries to make it easier for people to understand what Camphill is about. These are
just a few examples of the ways that Camphill is going
forward and developing dialogue and collaboration
with the world. There is no doubt that we in Camphill
have got better at partnership working and collaboration with organisations and professional bodies outside
our communities.
But there is still a lot to do. We need to develop more
confidence in making our case. We need to find a
better way of sharing our insights and experience. We
need to find a new language that will help us to communicate better with society, with the state and with a
whole range of bodies that influence what we can do
and how we can do it.
This is where the whole area of research and especially the Camphill Scotland Research Group comes in.
Published research can demonstrate in concrete terms
the outcomes and benefits of the Camphill communities in the language that professionals can relate to and
that people can understand. Research can translate the
work of the heart and the hands into the language of
the head. There have been some noticeable pieces of
research on Camphill over the recent years. In 2004
Roy Brown published a paper which made the case why
the proposed new Aberdeen peripheral road should
not be built right between two Camphill communities.
In 2006 John Swinton from Aberdeen University and
Aileen Falconer published their research called ‘Assessing the spiritual well-being of people living and working
within the Aberdeen Camphill Communities’. Some of
you might remember that Aileen gave a presentation
of this research at a previous New Lanark Conference.
Several Camphill co-workers and people close to
Camphill have produced their research theses as part
of a post graduate university course.
And in 2009 we formed the Camphill Scotland Research Group, and Professor Steve Baron became the
part-time Research Facilitator. We started out enthusiastically with a roadshow in each of the Scottish Camphill
communities in order to assess what is happening in the
realm of research and what needs to happen. Our first
finding was that, despite some suggestions of what research could be done, in general people are not excited
about, or even interested in conducting research. That
was a bit disappointing. Nonetheless we held a research
conference at the end of 2010 and decided that the first
piece of work should be something relatively quick and
something that would have immediate results in the
hope that this might galvanise interest and support for
further research.
Steve Baron has recently completed the ‘Quality Assessments of the Camphill Communities’. This was done
by comparing statistically the gradings awarded by the
Care Inspectorate to all the Camphill communities in
Scotland as compared to those awarded to a random
sample of 250 other service providers throughout
Scotland. There are four categories of service providers
– Camphill providers, other voluntary sector providers,
local authority providers and the private/commercial
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sector. The gradings are based on an assessment of four
quality criteria, which are
• Care and Support
• Environment
• Staffing
• Management and Leadership.
The research showed that Camphill communities as
a whole have the highest gradings on all four criteria,
along with other charities. Next are the local authority
providers followed by the commercial providers. The
Camphill communities stood out from all other providers
in relation to Staffing and Management and Leadership.
Briefing papers on these findings will soon be circulated
to co-workers and board members, parents and carers
and professional colleagues. The full findings will be on
the Camphill Scotland website.
In the opening address to this New Lanark conference, Annie Gunner-Logan of the Coalition of Care and
Support Providers Scotland (CCPS) made the point that
funding cuts are inevitable for Social Services. However,
she said that it is only fair that these cuts should fall on
providers who cannot show that their work is of benefit
to the people they support. Through research such as this,
this is exactly what we can now begin to show – that
the Camphill communities in Scotland provide the best
level of services as demonstrated by external inspections.
Following on from this, the Research Group plans to
undertake a more extensive piece of research that will
examine and define the unique qualities claimed by
Camphill communities – qualities it is believed that make
them such effective settings for education, care and support. We are also working on compiling a database of
all articles and publications to do with Camphill. This
will eventually go on to the Camphill Scotland website,
along with all other material from the Research Group.
Research comes in many forms. It might be academic
research or professional research. It might also be what is
called ‘practitioner research’ – research which is carried
out by people living and working in the communities. As
the Camphill communities move forward into increasingly challenging times, we will have a greater need of
research in one form or another.
The Camphill Scotland Research Group is hoping to
develop research capacity in and among the Camphill
communities and to encourage people to take up research, commission research and to support research
endeavours as part of the range of Camphill activities.
We will do this in the belief that research is the basis
for developing a well-informed and forward-looking
strategy and is a crucial factor in enabling the Camphill
communities to have an informed dialogue with society
and the state. We believe that research has an important
role to play in promoting the future sustainability of
Camphill communities.

Andrew has lived in Camphill for many years.
Some years ago he took up an interest in
understanding more about the nature of intentional
communities and issues to do with community
development and began to read, write and talk on
these themes. Currently he is studying aspects of what
a community needs to have in place in order to ensure
its long-term health and resilience.
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would like to tell you about a journey I have taken
over the last four years. My journey began, as lots
of journeys do with a question. My question seemed
a very simple one, or so I thought: what is Camphill?
To answer this question I initially read a lot of books
that were written long ago by important Camphill
people, and I read books that had been written more
recently by other significant Camphill people. I read
widely about Camphill’s beginnings, the later years of
Camphill and the changes that Camphill faced in the
past and faces in the present. My reading gave me lots
of ideas and thoughts but it did not completely answer
my question. The writers of the past had a clear idea
about what Camphill should be, and the writers of the
present also had ideas about what Camphill was, but I
also wanted to know what the many people who lived
and worked in places called Camphill, thought Camphill
was all about. So I decided to go and investigate.
As you know, there are many, many places called
Camphill all over the world. With so many, it would
not be possible for me to go and research them all,
so I narrowed my search to three. I decided to stay in
Scotland (after all this was where Camphill began) and
to research places that whilst sharing a common landowner might also show me the many ways that Camphill
is lived, worked and practised within the twenty-first
century. I chose to locate my research in Camphill Blair
Drummond, Camphill Community Corbenic and Ochil
Tower School.
Throughout 2009 I spent between six weeks and three
months observing and participating in the daily life of the
three places. I took photographs, talked to many people,
joined in the festivals and
plays, daily rituals and house
life. I went to workshops such
as the bakery, craft, farm,
garden and estate to name a
few. I participated in school
life in different classes, went
to meetings, met parents and
friends of these three places
and wrote pages upon pages
of fieldnotes. All of this research, both the reading and
empirical data collection,
confirmed for me that understanding what Camphill
is today, is complicated and
difficult to easily define. There
were of course differences
between Blair Drummond,
Corbenic and Ochil Tower,
but such differences are not,
I would argue, as important
to the making of a Camphill
identity as the everyday connections and commonalities.
To understand what Camphill
is, I realised, demanded that I

look very closely at how everyday identity was continuously made and remade within these three places.
For example there is certain material things that these
Camphill places all shared. The main house was big, old
and imposing. They had long driveways lined with trees.
They had a geographical boundary that could be walked,
and the environment was always commented on by
visitors and parents as being ‘so peaceful and beautiful.’
Also many pictures by either David Newbatt or Herman
Gross, lined the stairs, halls and walls of the buildings.
Other details such as door knobs, lampshades, signs in
a particular font and the presence of candles to name
a few were all distinctive markers of a visible Camphill
identity. It is easy to dismiss such materiality as ‘outer
forms with no inner meaning’ but I am reminded that ‘if
we can learn to listen to these things we have access to
an authentic other voice…also contrived, but in a different way from that of language’ (Miller, 2008:2). Such
things are the visible identifiers consumed by the visiting
public and such materiality also tied Blair Drummond,
Corbenic and Ochil Tower School to each other by their
use of this material culture surrounding their working
everyday lives.
There were other things that tied the three places together: verses by Steiner recited in the morning, seasonal
songs sung throughout the year and at festivals, and particular social ways of behaving in public events and in
the houses that I witnessed across the different places. I
saw that the people who sang the loudest, stood silently
when a candle was lit, knew the history of their places
and had very clear ideas about what Camphill was,
were not exclusively the staff or co-workers, but often

St John’s fire
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was privileged to be invited to this amazing event
in New Lanark; the whole conference was buzzing with enthusiasm and love. It was effervescent
with life. There was a good mix of co-workers and
those with learning disabilities (about 180 in total)
and in its inclusive manner, everyone was included
in all the activities, be they lectures, workshops,
artistic activities or social evenings.
The setting in the beautiful Clyde valley and
with its history and connection to Camphill
through Robert Owen was magnificent, as was
the weather! Some years ago I met the spirit of
Findhorn after attending a conference there; here
I met the spirit of Camphill/Garvald…and I can
tell you all, it is alive and well. I was smiling the
whole three days!
All being well the next conference will take place
in two years’ time and it will great if more people
manage to attend.
Thanks so much for inviting me; it was quite a
challenge to facilitate a workshop with so many
and such a varied group, but I enjoyed every second of it once the nerves subsided.
Laurence Alfred,
Camphill School Aberdeen, Scotland

the people who had lived and worked in their Camphill
place the longest and those people were the residents.
Both Blair Drummond and Corbenic had experienced
upheaval and change in their recent history resulting in
new staff and managers, but the one constant that did not
change was the residents and the particular embodied
Camphill knowledge they carried within them.
I saw too that daily practices such as morning circle and
the singing of seasonal songs learned when they were
young would be carried on as internal knowledge that
would become public at specific moments and times.
On one occasion whilst singing ‘The Bell Song’ from the
St John’s Play, six of the residents spontaneously joined

hands and began swinging back and forth like the bell,
whilst loudly singing. This was a clear demonstration of
past learning being actively played out in the present.
Such moments confirmed for me that the residents were
the most enduring carriers of Camphill cultural identity
and traditions.
The staff and co-workers also play a role in the learning and maintenance of Camphill’s everyday identity
constructions. Such identity work is never passive; it is
active and loaded with meaning and diverse opinions
depending on whom I was speaking to. There was much
discussion around what Camphill was, what Camphill
is now and what Camphill will be in the future. Suffice
it to say that the strongest area of agreement across my
research sites was in the ongoing daily work with children and adults within a Camphill setting. Furthermore
the daily rituals, festivals and material environment
aided and facilitated such work to be successful and
meaningful for all concerned. The following is a quote
from a long-standing Camphill co-worker who clearly
expressed what Camphill identity was for her and also
how she saw Camphill’s collective identity:
I have no time for this endless soul searching about
what Camphill is. It is very clear. Camphill is in
building relationships with each other and most
importantly in how we behave towards each other.
Shirley, Fieldnotes, 27 October
This reminds me that though there are many different
Camphills around the world, that Camphill can be run
in a variety of ways and be faced with their specific challenges and identity questions, it is the everyday things
that endure and stand the test of time: the recitation
of verses, the singing of seasonal songs, the land and
buildings and most importantly the children and adults
for whom Camphill was begun over seventy years ago.
Miriam is currently finishing a PhD in
Sociology at the University of Edinburgh. Her
research explores the ways social identity
is continuously made and remade within
everyday life in Camphill settings. To contact
Miriam please email: M.L.Snellgrove@ed.ac.uk.

A night to remember
Karl König
From The Cresset, Christmas 1956
Contributed by Christof König, Mourne Grange

F

or millions of people, the sinking of the Titanic during
the night of 14 April 1912 was a shattering experience.
This proud ship described in the papers as the ‘most
luxurious hotel at sea’ and claimed by her designers and
builders to be ‘unsinkable’ went down ignominiously on
her maiden voyage in the western Atlantic. During the
late afternoon of 14 April, an iceberg approached the
ship. The officers on duty did not pay much attention
to it, but at midnight it ripped open the hull of the great
liner and within two hours, at 2:00 in the morning, she
sank. About 1,500 passengers and crew went down with
her. Only about 850 people could be saved.
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Among those who died were millionaires and globe-trotters who had not wanted to miss the first journey aboard
this marvellous ship. Many of the passengers were people
who enjoyed fame and money in those days. With them
went a great deal of that illusionary security in which the
world of that time basked as comfortably as if sitting in a
rocking chair. The promised security, assured and advertised, was broken up by the might of the powers of nature.
The ‘unsinkable’ ship sailing from Europe to the United
States as a symbol of prosperity proved to be nothing
but a toy at the mercy of an iceberg. The world held its
breath and listened in horror as though a warning voice
had arisen and called out. The call soon died away. But
only two years later, the assassination of the heir to the
Austrian throne in Sarajevo took up the warning motive

again. This time, the orchestra of world history carried it
right through all its variations; the First World War took
hold of mankind.
During the decades that followed, the sinking of the
Titanic has been remembered on various occasions. A
few months ago, a book appeared in the United States
and soon after in this country which gives an account
of the catastrophe. Its title is A Night to Remember. The
author, Walter Lord, is an American journalist. It was
his intention to reconstruct that night of horror in all its
detail as correctly as possible. The book therefore is no
novel. It is a factual account, loaded down with a mass
of details, yet fascinating to read since the event was
such a world-shaking one.
It took Walter Lord thirty years to collect all the facts he
presents. Wherever possible he interviewed the survivors
of the catastrophe, asking them to describe their experiences of that night down to the smallest detail. Thus bit
by bit, he reconstructed the true course of events. He
also collected several photographs and hence we can
read, for instance, the menu that was presented to first
and second class passengers for lunch and dinner on
that fateful Sunday. We can also admire the now dated
luxury with which the cabins were fitted out and see the
pictures of many people directly involved in the disaster.
The book is a documentation of the period before the
First World War where men still tried to hold on to the
splendour and security of the Victorian era, although
they felt its foundations shaking, just as the foundations
of the Titanic shook when the crash occurred.
However, even more interesting than Walter Lord’s
attempt to reconstruct is the way in which this attempt
came about. The publishers introduce the author by
saying: ‘Walter Lord’s interest in the Titanic dates back
to 1926 when as a small boy he became obsessed with
the subject, and he remembers cross-examining stewards and sailors on the Olympic (the Titanic’s sister-ship)
when he crossed the Atlantic with his parents in 1927.’
How does it happen that a small boy becomes obsessed
with such a theme and then tries for thirty years to collect the details of an event which to him is apparently
only one of many? Walter Lord himself writes a strange
foreword to his book. He says:
In 1898, a struggling author named Morgan Robertson concocted a novel about a fabulous Atlantic
liner, far larger than any that had ever been built.
Robertson loaded his ship with rich and complacent
people and then wrecked it one cold April night
on an iceberg. This somehow showed the futility of
everything, and in fact, the book was called Futility
when it appeared that year.
Fourteen years later a British shipping company
named the White Star Line built a steamer remarkably
like the one in Robertson’s novel. The new liner was
66,000 tons displacement; Robertson’s was 70,000
tons. The real ship was 882.5 feet long; the fictional
one was 800 feet. Both could carry about 3,000
people, and both had enough lifeboats for only a
fraction of this number. But, then, this didn’t seem
to matter because both were labelled ‘unsinkable’.
Robertson called his ship the Titan; the White Star
Line called its ship the Titanic. This is the story of
her last night.
Walter Lord does therefore feel that he must indeed have
been writing about a very special event as, fourteen years

previously, it was foreseen almost to the smallest detail
and described as if seen in a vision.
To me the question why a small boy should be so
gripped by such an event seemed outstanding, and it
appeared to me that there must have been a certain connection between the author and the catastrophe. But in
order not to arrive at a foregone conclusion, I wrote a
personal letter to Mr Lord asking him whether he could
remember what outer or inner event made him begin to
occupy himself with the disaster of the Titanic. I received
the following reply:
Thanks for your letter of 3 August. I’m afraid I can’t
help you very much in explaining how I first got interested in the Titanic. My interest must have started
around 1927, when I was about ten years old. Perhaps it was some ‘outer event’ – I travelled a lot on
ocean liners as a little boy. Or perhaps it was ‘inner
circumstances’ – my whole life has been happily
uneventful. Maybe this was some kind of compensation. Personally I think that little boys get interested
in subjects just like they catch colds or get chicken
pox. Nobody knows why they do it. They just do.
There was my answer! Walter Lord himself did not know
why he was interested in the Titanic; he even tried to
belittle the whole affair by psychological speculations
(compensations) and with witty interpretations (colds
and chicken pox), to push away any deeper meaning.
But since he was about ten years old in 1927, we may
assume that he was born about five years after the going
down of the Titanic. His parents are American, and as
a small boy he often sailed the Atlantic and probably
passed over the ocean grave of the Titanic and her passengers many a time. All this cannot be purely accident
and a kind of ‘chicken pox’ of destiny. It is rather to be
assumed that Walter Lord’s essential being, his spiritsoul, must have had some close connection to the event
in question. Why else should he be ‘like one obsessed’?
As a small boy he had no idea that he was going to be
a journalist later on and that he would once have the
opportunity of writing a book about the Titanic. He was,
as it were, driven to a preoccupation with this singular
event and to question anyone who came his way that
knew something of it.
And then he writes this strange foreword that points
out the fact that the shipwreck had already taken place
once before – if only in the vision of a writer. Does not
Walter Lord without knowing it himself, but all the same
obviously, show us that a certain foreword to his book
had already been written previously in his own soul?
That he himself had such a clear vision of the disaster
that he was well able to write down the actual event?
Considering all this, can we still doubt that Walter Lord
was closely connected to the Titanic disaster from before? Perhaps he was one of those little children aboard
ship whose bodies were ultimately swallowed up by the
waves. His soul then found itself a new body and the
ruling spirits of destiny guided him so that he remained
connected to the ocean and was able to recall the memories of that night of terror that caused his own death.
Fate itself seems to have applied psychotherapy in this
case. It caused him to recall to consciousness something
that lay in the unconscious of the soul as an unrecognized experience of horror. Only an assumption of this
kind can explain why a man takes thirty years of his
life to constantly and doggedly follow up all those who
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were survivors of the disastrous journey. What he tries
to do is to meet again with those with whom destiny
had brought him together previously. Here we clearly
see the working of the spirit of fate.
Fourteen years before the Titanic goes down, a novel
appears foretelling it. Fourteen years later, a small boy
becomes interested, for visions arise in his soul reminding him of this ‘night to remember’. He was indeed
unable to forget this night and began to gather from
without facts concerning that which oppressed him from

within. It takes him thirty years – the span of a generation. Then his book is finished and he does not know
that it is actually the story of his own life. He has come
to terms with his own dark fate, and can enter into the
light of a new life. That is why his existence has been
‘happily uneventful’.
There are probably many signs and miracles of this kind
illustrating the law and order of karma and reincarnation.
Men at times catch a glimpse of it which shows that even
a blind hen may sometimes find a grain of corn.

What does it mean to work out of the principles of Rudolf Steiner?
Howard Smith, Ringwood, England

T

his is an important question with a legal dimension,
because Camphill and other similar organisations
(including Waldorf Schools) are run as charities, with
a Memorandum and Articles of Association which will
include the requirement to work out of such principles.
How do we interpret this requirement? In these circles, one often hears mention of the importance of the
principles of Rudolf Steiner – sometimes from people
who rarely attend anthroposophical events and are not
members of the Anthroposophical Society. An interesting phenomenon!
So what exactly are the principles? Nowhere in
Steiner’s books and lectures are they explicitly stated.
They must be teased out by reading and study, and by
looking at Steiner’s own life and how he tackled practical problems. It is tempting to say that Steiner’s first
principle is that there are no principles, as each situation
is unique. We are challenged to bring our learning and
knowledge and wisdom to each new situation; we strive
for fresh insights, and use our imagination, intelligence
and informed common sense to search for answers to
current questions. Steiner gives us nothing ready-made!
The first thing to note about any formal organisational
structure based on anthroposophy is that anthroposophy
is not suited to highly-regulated institutional forms. It is
essentially a path of knowledge and spiritual research,
which demands freedom and individual self-determination if it is to thrive. It can only survive in an institution
when it is freely embraced by individuals wishing to
associate with each other in freedom. One cannot insist
on anthroposophical training or induction, if it is not met
with an open heart. Anyone wishing to work in such an
institution has to accept it willingly, in freedom. Therefore the organisation must sail under its true colours,
otherwise it will attract people who bring other agendas,
and the anthroposophy will be marginalised. Clearly it is
highly desirable that the key individuals (managers etc)
in the organisation are knowledgeable of anthroposophy,
and seek to work out of this knowledge. But sometimes
one finds that they are not. This is not necessarily a
hopeless situation, provided such people have an open
heart and are able to be inspired by those who do attempt to work in this way. Provided the anthroposophy
is somewhere in there as a living presence, and is able
to circulate as the life-blood of the organisation, then it
can still work fruitfully.
What exactly is anthroposophy? Definitions are necessarily narrow and limited, and it is instructive to see
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how Steiner himself attempts to define it. In Letters to the
Members, 27 January 1924, we read: ‘Anthroposophy
can only thrive as a living thing. Its fundamental character is life, life flowing from the spirit. Hence it needs
to be fostered by the living soul, in warmth of heart.’
Something endowed with life grows, develops and
evolves. It needs nourishment and cultivation. It produces new seeds for the future. It is fragile, but also strong.
We can contemplate the image of a solid road surface,
with a small green shoot forcing its way through and
cracking the tarmac. When living forces are smothered
(as for example when an organisation is inundated with
stringent regulations), nevertheless the underlying life
can find a way through if we are able to recognise and
assist it. If the life of anthroposophy is unable to appear
in the way we might wish, we must make way for it to
appear in some other form. The more the underlying life
is active in the members of a community, the greater the
possibilities for it to manifest despite external constraints,
and the more therapeutic and united the community
will be.
How can we ensure that the life of anthroposophy is
cultivated, so that we are working out of the principles
of Rudolf Steiner? I would suggest the following factors
need to be in place.
1) Individual study of Steiner’s books and lectures. This
is the first essential step. Steiner’s works (particularly
the books) are written in such a way that the very
reading of them is an inner exercise which awakens the imagination, making one more perceptive
and capable. For example, the descriptions which
require us to visualise remote stages of the earth’s
evolution, while apparently not addressing immediate practical life, is there for a purpose. It awakens
dormant capacities.
2) Group study. This includes reading together, discussion and conversation. Group work is central
to anthroposophy; it builds community through
common spiritual striving. In the early days of Camphill, Karl König and his co-workers would study
the various lecture cycles (principally the Gospel
cycles) in the evenings.
3) Networking with others. To work out of anthroposophy means it is essential to build professional
support networks of like-minded individuals. This
might include contact with and membership of
the Anthroposophical Society, the Steiner Waldorf
School Fellowship, the Association of Camphill

Communities etc., as well as attending courses and
conferences.
4) Meditation. This is the basic tool for spiritual research. However, what is often described as meditation is connected more with relaxation, stress relief
and inner hygiene. In contrast, Steiner’s techniques
of meditation lead to new insights and increased
capacity for practical action. Somebody who does
not meditate cannot claim to be working out of the
principles of Rudolf Steiner. But meditation cannot
be forced. It has to be experienced as a necessity
of life. It is part of the continuing self-education
which begins with study, and is deepened in the
soul through meditation. And even before we begin
to meditate, we have to prepare ourselves through
a regime of specific inner practices (the six supplementary exercises) which give us inner control.
5) Conviction of the truth of reincarnation. Although
this appears to be a very specific point of anthroposophical teaching, I believe it has to be included,
as this conviction was described by Karl König as
the first essential of Camphill. This feeling for the
eternal being of the other person is necessary for
therapeutic and educational work. It is far deeper
than the abstract concepts of ‘respect for the individual’ and ‘dignity’ which one can read in any
school mission-statement. Many people today
have healthy feelings for the worth of the individual; deepening these natural feelings through a
study of reincarnation and through meditation will
strengthen that person’s capacity in working with
others.
6) Prayer. This is different from meditation, in that
we actually ask for something! In doing so, we
acknowledge our limitations, and open ourselves
to the spiritual world. We become receptive to
higher guidance. There are many meditative verses
which present a picture of, for example, the spiritual
realities behind individuals; or the ideal social life.
These all have their valuable effect, but in addition
there should always be some feeling of asking for
guidance and help. It is said that Rudolf Steiner
himself spoke the Lord’s Prayer aloud with great
force, every day.
The above is a very individual selection of the factors
which, for me, indicate earnestness in trying to work
with the principles of Rudolf Steiner. Other selections
are possible of course. It is not intended as a tick-box list
for assessing compliance with the governing document

Dream City, Paul Klee

of a charity; rather, it is intended to raise awareness and
stimulate discussion of how we can claim with integrity
to be practitioners of a special ethos.
Howard Smith is a trustee of the Sheiling Trust,
Ringwood, a council member of the Sheiling School
and also of the Ringwood Waldorf School. He is a
former science teacher, and currently works as a piano
tuner/technician.

Thoughts on the Bible Evening from a visit to Margit Engel
Katarina Seeherr, Pahkla Camphilli Küla, Estonia

F

or more than a week I had the privilege to visit daily
a pioneer 'villager’ as she called herself once, in the
somewhat unusual or maybe just normal surroundings of
the Johanneshaus in Öschelbronn, Germany, at the end
of February 2012. Sitting together with her with some
coffee and cake or walking outside in the garden admiring the most beautiful spring flowers. Margit Engel (now
ninety-one years old) kept asking about Camphill, how
the Camphill idea and how the very centre of Camphill,

the Bible Evening, are being kept alive nowadays. She
was also concerned about how the community germ is
being kindled in young people today.
In our concluding conversation Margit Engel made a
clear point of the central position of the Bible Evening
in our communities:
It is important to bring to consciousness Christian
thoughts. Only if we manage to keep up this space to
share our thoughts Camphill will stay alive. Where
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Margrit Engel (left) and Esther Lepik

the Bible Evening is not being kept, the question
should arise whether the name Camphill is still appropriate. The Bible Evening can be a test whether
the will to be a Camphill place is still alive.
The thinking is important: to think about the text
of the Bible. If we manage to have our own creative thoughts, also the talk can become creative.
Weakness of will needs to be overcome in order
to prepare for and go to the Bible Evening. Only
in this way it will become spiritually fruitful and

enlivening. If we come together just to read without
thoughts, it is in vain. If everybody is able to carry
their own thoughts together, then the Bible Evening
can become a weekly Whitsun festival.
Maybe this is the great potential of the Bible Evening, that it is the place where we shall use creative
thinking and not this sort of thinking we have to
use nowadays a lot, the thinking of dead thoughts.
If I only think about what I know, I cannot create
that light with my thinking that comes about when
I send my moral feelings into it.
Thoughts, which shine out light, will nourish all
the participants. Only if I am well prepared will it
be possible to create these lightfilled thoughts.
I can well remember moments where spirit filled
words sounded and a nourishing atmosphere could
come about. In this way the Bible Evening can become a focus point for real thinking.
Are there young people who are able to develop
this creative thinking, this fresh thinking with a
quality like a well which has still to be discovered,
who are able to think, what one cannot yet know?
These were some of the thoughts Margit Engel shared
with me. Some weeks ago she decided to live in the
closed area of the Johanneshaus together with people,
who are like many of Margit’s friends she lived with
during her rich and ceative life bringing Camphill to
the East, first to Norway and then to Russia and Estonia.
Margit is happy to receive guests to talk about the
richness of Camphill and to also hear about young Camphillers who with their will take up lightfilled thoughts
and realize them in new impulses.
www.pahklack.org

Camphill Families and Friends
Evan Davies, Camphill Families and Friends Trustee

A

s stakeholders in Camphill, families are deeply
concerned about the future of Camphill. Camphill
Families and Friends announced its campaign to support
and influence Camphill during a period of challenge
and change. This campaign aims to support Camphill
in retaining the essential principles and practices of
Camphill that families regard as so important. We have
recently held a series of meetings on the challenges to
Camphill and we have learned many lessons, particularly at our meeting in Delrow, March 2012. We wish to
present the views of families and to show how we can
support Camphill and influence the way it develops in
the next few years.

Governance and management
• Communities and charities which are embarking on
the process of change can learn immensely from those
who have already started.
• Management can be carried out successfully with a
light touch and in a participatory and inclusive manner.
• There is a massive need to improve all-round communication. A start has already been made on this.
• All component groups – trustees, co-workers, residents, employees, supporters and families – need to
work together as stakeholders and to be drawn specifically into the process of change.
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• Camphill communities and charities already have
an extremely strong sense of purpose. This must be
maintained at all costs.

The co-worker role
• The role of co-workers in creating an enriching community life and in forming kind, close and motivating
relationships with our relatives is crucial. While a shift
of attitudes is taking place, this essential role must be
protected.
• Parity between needs-based and employed co-workers
needs to be clarified.
• The concept of community would benefit by being
widened beyond co-workers and residents to incorporate employees, families and other interested groups
• The training of co-workers in both conventional and
anthroposophical methods is already available and
can be extended to all.

External regulation
• Camphill, with its more informal culture, can become
compliant perfectly well through more thorough documentation and training.
• Camphill already possesses massive social capital in
creating independence and community. It needs to

have confidence in this and in bringing it to the attention of the outside world.

Personalisation
• There is confidence that the pursuit of individuality and
independence, always a feature of Camphill, can be
interpreted in the context of an intentional community.
• There was a strong feeling that residents should be
much more prominently involved in their communities
as true carriers of the Camphill impulse.

General points
Among families there was a huge sense of commitment
towards Camphill and a realisation by everyone that
Camphill would benefit from real family partnership
working and from our voice being heard at all levels.
There was a strong feeling that CFF’s next steps should
be to stimulate further action within Camphill and to
support the process of change in very practical ways by
developing the suggestions arising out of the meeting.

Two turning points in Karl König’s life
Johannes M. Surkamp

T

he following two episodes as described in Hans MüllerWiedemann's beautiful biography (apart from the
much highlighted Candle on the Hill), seem to me very
significant and worthy to be remembered in our time.
The first event shows how young Karl, born into a
Jewish family, had an early affinity to Christianity; the
second shows his individual path to Rudolf Steiner and
anthroposophy.
On his way to school he passed a hospital which carried
above its entrance the inscription ‘Inasmuch as ye have
done it unto the least of these my brethren, ye have done
it unto me’. As a child of strict Jewish parents he did not
know where these words came from, but they made a
deep impression on him. To the dismay of his mother, she
found a crucifix hidden in his wardrobe. Quite obviously
this child wrestled with his understanding of how to make
sense of the beliefs of his parents and relations. Although
he went through the traditional Jewish youth ceremony,
at the age of twenty, he left the Jewish faith community,
convinced that he was meant to follow a Christian path.
The second event took place in an art exhibition in
Vienna. Müller-Wiedemann quotes König’s own words
from an autobiographical sketch:
My first encounter with the name of Rudolf Steiner
was around the year 1921. In an exhibition of modern
paintings I found a triptych by the painter and graphic
artist Richard Teschner, who was well-known at the
time in Vienna. On the left was Confucius, on the
right the meditating Buddha, and in the middle the
figure of a modern proletarian…Under the middle
picture were the following words:
A new dawning of the white race
Will manifest itself in earthly spheres
Only when the sages of this race
Feel the soul's bond with the spirit,
And in them will take effect
A feeling of the shame
That blackens souls
When they seek to comprehend
Man's being through material senses.
Rudolf Steiner
This expressed what lay on my heart too. But who was
Rudolf Steiner, that he was allowed to appear beside
Buddha and Confucius? I obtained one of his books
from the university library, Goethe's Conception of the
World and was deeply satisfied with it. But I was looking for something more, for what I found was largely
known to me already, and so I looked further. Then it
was that, after a lecture by Eugen Kolisko – who later

was to become a friend of mine – given at the university on the metamorphosis of bones, I came across
Rudolf Steiner's The Philosophy of Freedom. This was
it! Here – often with the same words – was what I had
written down for myself about the creative forces of
nature and human thinking! The shock was profound
and terrible. Had I copied it all? Or was this the truth
that resulted from any thinking of a penetrating nature?
My path into anthroposophy now lay before me. I
began to read Rudolf Steiner's basic books. I never
met him personally. I missed the opportunity to hear
him speak at the East-West Congress in Vienna, in
June 1922. My studies, a certain measure of youthful arrogance and also lethargy stood in the way of
this happening. I have subsequently often deeply
regretted it. But perhaps there was also an element
of necessity being expressed in all this.
In re-reading these passages, I was struck how contemporary these issues are. The racial aspects have changed
dramatically during these past ninety years. And yet
we look on the legacy not only of what colonialism
has left in the world, but also on what the white man's
thinking has left as a legacy. In fact, this materialistic
trend of thinking is still mainstream and on a 'forward
stampede' (Schumacher) in many ways of life, meeting
protest movements such as the Occupy movement and
those of Fair Trade.
Notes taken from one of König’s writings show the full
circle taken in his life:
The truly curative attitude can come about when a
new humanity begins to grow in the heart which allows the brother to be recognised in all that bears the
countenance of Man. I can only help if I am willing
to behold the brother in the one who helps me, and
myself the one who receives help. When I help him,
help is given to me. When I guide him, he will lead
me. When I feed him, bread is given to me. Then
the words of the Gospel are on the way to become
reality: ‘whatever you have done to the least of my
brothers, you have done to me’.
May these historical references help us to appreciate
Karl König’s proactive outlook which embraced curative
education, social pedagogy and anthroposophy applied
to agriculture, economy, the arts and education, all from
a healing aspect.
Johannes has been a founder member of and was
actively involved in the Camphill places in central
Scotland, Camphill Scotland and the Association.
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Obituary
Peter Bergel
7 February 1929 – 2 May 2012

P

birth of his last housemother’s baby.
eter Bergel’s life had something
True to form he said: ‘I’m worried I
miraculous about it. By rights he
won’t be able to look after the baby.
would have joined so many of his
It’s not my responsibility.’
peers with a learning disability in the
Ralph’s annual visits were a trial
state euthanasia programme of Nazi
for both of them. Erna’s frail mental
Germany. His mother’s love saved
health prevented her from seeing
him from this. Yet through this he lost
Peter again. Peter could reject and
her and became the first child taken
repel forcefully even people who
into the care of the Camphill movewere close to him. After Erna died,
ment, which has established and
Ralph was able to tell about the early
maintained communities, schools
years and about the pain of leaving
and villages since 1939.
him behind. He gave Peter lavish
Peter was born in 1929 to a wealthy
gifts, such as the first record player in
Jewish couple in Frankfurt. His father
Botton, but could never compensate
Ralph was a prominent lawyer. Erna
for the loss of his mother’s warmth.
was a devoted and cosseting mother.
Peter could not relax – he lived for
At three he had encephalitis resultthe next event, getting visitors to
ing in brain damage. Erna was so
help him count down the days. He
determined to save her son that she
especially loved formal social octhreatened to walk to the frontier with
casions – birthday parties with a set
Peter to meet their fate, if Ralph did
speech by him were a favorite. He
not apply for exit visas. 1937 found
Peter in 2002
would appear to be without humour
them in Holland waiting for US visas.
by insisting on things being ‘just so’, yet he took his
As Peter didn’t qualify Ralph brought him to be ‘cured’ in
concerns and worries seriously and shared them with
Aberdeenshire by Karl König. Peter was touched deeply
twinkling eyes to the smiles and giggles of others. Many
by König and settled down well. The parents intended
of us wondered whether he was a born jester who could
to return for Peter when he was ‘better’, however after
make light of our very human follies.
the war this was not to be as Peter was not accepted by
Peter, the first child of the Camphill movement, stumUS immigration.
bled into Kirkton House, their temporary location before
People remember him as an anxious and often conCamphill House near Aberdeen, rather like a Kaspar
fused child, who would make mumbling monologues,
Hauser. He was completely vulnerable, abandoned,
but brightened life for others. He famously sang ‘Hoch
frightened, easily overloaded and requiring others to
soll Sie leben’ at birthday parties inspiring the writing
reach out to him. Doctor König’s empathy reached him
of a new birthday song for the community.
and Peter in turn trained others to accept him with a
Peter came to Botton Village in North Yorkshire in 1956.
smile. In Peter something was saved and gathered of
At first he was withdrawn and unwilling to engage until
the middle European culture and spirit, of its social art,
he lived with Alma Stroud, who taught him: ‘Well, I’ll
music, fashion, humour and work ethic. It was not only
just try it, just this once!’ Slowly his life opened up and
that he imparted it, but that, to be well, he required it to
he learned to join the meal tables, Sunday services and
be appreciated by the others around him. In his way he
cultural events; also to become a deeply faithful housealso looked beyond death, sharing his plans with a young
help and gardener. Women who filled the housemother
friend – his last wish was to be a ‘farmer in heaven’.
role were very important for him. He was their noble and
Alan Potter, Botton Village, England
devoted servant. Peter’s death crossed closely with the

Other friends who have died
In the hours between the evening of Monday 7 May and the early
hours of 8 May Alan Hope ended his life. His body was found
in the evening of 23 May. Alan was forty-five years old. He had
lived in Botton Village for many years as a farmer and gardener.
He left Botton in 2006 and visited communities in Botswana and
South Africa. More recently, Alan also lived at Cherry Orchards
Community in Bristol and the Rowan Community in Stroud.
Alan had just moved to Forest Row to work on a farm and to be
closer to his two sons.
Alan had a close bond to the natural world and biodynamics,
but it was always a struggle for him to maintain a balance in his
mental health. The striving for community was also close to his
heart and for this reason he especially enjoyed celebrating the
Whitsun festival. Wherever Alan lived he was actively involved
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with the Christian Community and he made many friends amongst
its members. Alan’s two young sons live at The Mount Camphill
Community.
Sabine Hope
Barbara Schaeffer crossed the threshold into the spirit world
8 May at 11.20 am. She was accompanied by two friends in a
peaceful way at the Altersheim Rüttihubelbad near Bern, Switzerland. She was a member of the Camphill Community and
was 93 years of age – born 8 November, 1918 which was the
last year of the First World War.
As a young adult she worked at the Sonnenhof in Arlesheim.
In the 1950s she spent about seven years in Camphill House,
Scotland. She was advised by Karl König to move to a southern
climate for health reasons. So she spent about forty years in the

well-known La Motta Brissago in Tessin. There she was able
to meet Ita Wegman. Barbara was a devoted curative teacher
and a very gifted lyre player and lyre teacher. For example she
enthusiastically performed ‘Olaf Asteson’ with Susanne Müller
Wiedemann, Nina Oyens and other friends in bygone days in
Camphill places and other curative homes. She lived at Rüttihubelbad for about nine years.
Brigitte Köber
Our dear friend Peter Bergel crossed the threshold on May 2
peacefully, after a short illness. He was the very first child with
special needs who came to Camphill, from German-Jewish descent. Peter’s passing is a big marker in the history of Camphill.
He was 83 years old. He had lived in Botton for very many years.
Soleira and Claire

Sally (Sarah Jean) Carmichael (21 December 1951–24 April
2012) passed away in Francis House, Newton Dee Village in
the company of friends and her sister Margaret. Sally was born
in Khartoum, Sudan and later spent time in a children’s home
in Abernethy and in Garvald, Edinburgh. She moved to Newton
Dee in 1973. Sally worked in various houses, the Leather Shop,
the Dollshop and later the Activity Group. She was an active
and cherished member of the community. In recent years her
increasing frailty limited her mobility but she maintained her
pride and strong sense of will.
Thomas Hermann, born on 15 September 1956, died on 8 May.
He had lived at Hermannsberg since 1976. After having spent
a long time in a hospital due to illness, he died in a care home
in Pfullendorf.
Martin Henrich

News from the Movement …and beyond
Karl König’s speech at the official opening of Camphill Hall, September 1962
Contributed by Betty Marx, Camphill School, Aberdeen
Betty writes: When Dr König gave this speech at
the official opening of the Camphill Hall on Murtle
Estate fifty years ago, he envisaged that it would be
a place not just for the school but for the Camphill
movement. Is there anyone who would like to
contribute to (or participate in) a celebration of this
fiftieth anniversary in September?
Please contact Betty Marx at b.marx@crss.org.uk
or write to her at Columbine, Murtle Estate,
Bieldside, Aberdeen, UK, AB14 9EP.

L

adies and gentlemen, dear friends, you will understand
that this is a special hour in my life. And if I look into
myself, into my soul, in order to observe the most outstanding experience within it, it is two-fold. It is first of
all deep gratitude, gratitude that all that could happen
and come about – that I am permitted to stand here in
front of you within this Hall which (as our chairman has
pointed out at the beginning) is a dream that has come
true. It has come about. This hall is built – and I very
much hope it is going to serve some future generations.
This is the gratitude.
The second thing is: I don’t feel at all astonished, excited: I somewhat take it as a matter of course that it has
happened in this way. And I have the impression this is
due to the fact that I believed it will come about, and
that it will come about in a very special moment which
is not at all so closely connected with me – which is,
as far as I can see, something different. In a week, dear
friends, on 29 September, on Michaelmas Day, it will be
one hundred and fifty years that somewhere in Europe,
in the town of Karlsruhe, in the land of Baden, a child
was born. He was born to the reigning archduke of the
land of Baden. But a few days after this crown-prince
was born, he was disposed of by the morganatic wife
of this arch-duke. The child was removed. He had to
grow up to begin with at the River Danube, in a small
little room, where he was deprived of all the possibilities
which every growing child has – love of man, light of the
sun, warmth of feeling. The child did not learn to walk.
Being quite alone, he was unable to learn to speak. He

had no relation. He received just food and drink. And
later on this child was removed to another place, north of
the town of Nurnberg; and there he lived for many years
in a dark dungeon, not high enough to stand upright in
it. No windows for any light to shine into this dungeon.
His food was bread and water. And when he was just
sixteen years of age this boy, who had to a certain extent
grown up, was taken out of the dungeon. He was put
on his feet, and he was sent off into the world, alone,
in shabby clothes, unable to say who he is, carrying a
slip of paper in his hand on which was written ‘Caspar
Hauser’. He appeared on Whit Monday, 1828, in a little place in the town of Nurnberg, received by a few
citizens. To begin with, because nobody knew what to
do with him, he was imprisoned. He was thought to be
a delinquent; he was thought to be an imposter.
He was a child who showed quite amazing faculties
– able to see in the dark, unable to stand any kind of
food other than bread and water. Able to feel whether
someone meant good or evil to him. And then a great
man took care of him, helped him to learn to speak,
helped him to learn to walk, helped him to recognise the
world – what the moon, the stars, the sun may be: and
gradually all the clairvoyant faculties of Caspar Hauser
– the more he learned to think, to feel, to recognise, to
eat – left him. The Court of Baden was behind him – and
soon after he had assumed manhood, in 1833, he was
murdered.
Dear friends, this is a story which is still ringing in
tens of thousands of hearts of men. It is the story of the
Child of Europe. And what he introduced was an image,
a sign of things to come: a sign for tens of thousands of
children of Europe who were disposed of, who were sent
into the dark, who were not permitted to be the crown
prince of man – because they were dull, malformed,
blind, psychotic and so on. Today it is different. Today
the life of Caspar Hauser has shone into the hearts of
man. It has wakened up the conscience of all civilized
people – of parents, of doctors, of teachers, of authorities. And today the children of Caspar Hauser are more
and more recognised.
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But I know, dear friends, that we from Camphill have
fought for the recognition that in each one of these children the ‘image of man’ is shining, that none of these
children ought to be disposed of; that each one has to
be given the help, the education, the love, the attention
each child deserves. We have not stopped fighting for
it. We have built this hall for these children. Because,
dear friends, something which is so beautiful should
teach, help and form these children. And I am deeply
grateful that now form and colour has emanated out of
substance, out of matter which is going to work to model
the malformed bodies and souls of our children – so that
these forms, these colours may help in the educational
and remedial work which we try to do. It is not fancy
that we have put these very special forms into matter: it
is need. Because it is not the everyday life only which
matters. When Rudolf Steiner built the first Goetheanum
he did it in order to set an example in which way form,
wonder and beauty should surround the human beings
who have lost their belief in the spirit – who have lost
their belief that behind and within and above us are

worlds much greater, much more powerful than the one
wherein we act and live.
But such forms as now surround us here in this Hall –
they silently but very strongly will teach. They will teach
that every human soul is coming down from heaven on
to earth, and that every human soul after having done
its duty here is going back, and that there is a constant
coming and going and giving and taking – and that our
work would be naught, nothing, if it would not be given
to us out of the hands of God, into which we have to
place it back when we pass through the threshold of
death. This building will teach us that whatever men of
today deny, it nevertheless is reality. We are children
of the Spirit. We live in the hands of God and nowhere
else. And this I would like more and more to implant
into this Hall; to implant into the souls and spirits who
come to be with us, to work with us, to listen to us – in
order that these children may be helped. That new life
might stream into the souls of men, and that this love,
of which Paul has spoken in the thirteenth chapter of the
Corinthians, may shine in our hearts.

Ceske Kopisty
Turid and Petr Nejtek, Ceske Kopisty, Czech Republic

C

amphill communities in the Middle European Region
meet twice a year at the Camphill Forum, a threeday meeting which takes place on member’s locations.
Last year's autumn meeting was in Ceske Kopisty in the
Czech Republic. On this occasion, the community was
acknowledged to be a Camphill place. This is the first
one and till now the only one of this kind in the country.
Ceske Kopisty is situated in a small village, about sixty
kilometres from Prague. The community consists of two
farms and ten hectares of land. Both properties were in
bad shape after forty years of communist rule. There is a
main building, workshop and store building which are
in use, while the remaining buildings are still waiting
for rebuilding or demolition.
Seven villagers and two young co-worker families
live in the main building. Three people with learning

The community at Ceske Kopisty
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disabilities come twice a week for daily care, and three
external co-workers complete the team. An ongoing
renovation will increase the number of villagers by three
to four people. A model of the property was carried out
and transformed into drawings. It shows the final stage
of both reconstructed and new buildings. Today we are
carrying on with the renovation and don't know when
the work will finish.
The idea to bring the Camphill impulse to the Czech
Republic came from Norway, where refugees from
Czechoslovakia Petr Nejtek (born in Ceske Kopisty) and
his Norwegian wife Turid met in 1969. They became
interested in anthroposophy and also in the Norwegian
Camphill movement, realizing the idea was unthinkable
during the communist rule. After 1989 the situation was
completely changed. The first step was taken in 1998
and the first farm was bought in 2000 from
money given from the Landsbystiftelsen
(Norwegian Camphill Trust). The first villagers came in 2005.
The village CK is surrounded by fruitful
fields and lies close to the confluence
of the rivers Elbe and Ohre. The town of
Terezin, not far from CK, was turned into
a concentration camp (ghetto) for Jews
during World War Two. The Nazis used it
as transit camp and a show window (‘look,
the Jews are not so badly treated’), so that
limited possibilities for cultural life were
tolerated. Among the countless prisoners
there were also some anthroposophists.
In secret some lessons and a simplified
form of the Act of Consecration of Man
took place. These were the first anthroposophically inspired activities in this area.
At the same time the small group around
Dr. König started to live in Camphill in
Scotland.

Review
Messenger: The
inspiring story of
Mattie J.T. Stepanek
and Heartsongs
Jeni Stepanek with Larry
Lindner
Hay House UK Ltd, 2009
ISBN 978 1 8485 0251 2
£9.99, $15.00
Review by Anna Phillips,
Aberdeen, Scotland

M

essenger is the biography of the young
American poet and peacemaker Mattie J.T. Stepanek, who started writing when
he was three. From birth he suffered severely from a
very rare disorder called dysautonomic mitochondrial
myopathy. The cause lies in a faulty component of a cell
that forms the basis of everyone’s body which, because
it doesn’t function, doesn’t give the automatic responses
to the body to adapt and change to circumstances and
conditions. Heart rate and body temperature do not
adapt and need to be regulated with external help, to
name but two things. In spite of this Jeni, his mother,
and Mattie insist on having fun and living a life which
is as normal as possible. It becomes Mattie’s motto to
‘play after every storm’. Any setback is not called into
question, they are part of life.
Jeni Stepanek, who has written this biography, also
suffers from the same disease, though in a milder form.
She has buried three other children who succumbed to
it before the age of five. This book is as much a tribute
to her unfailing love and care and tremendous courage
in what is surely the most trying of family situations.
Mattie was born in 1990 as the fourth child to Jeni
Stepanek and a father who leaves the family shortly after.
When it becomes clear that Mattie has the same illness
as his siblings, Jeni is devastated; she cannot cope with
having to say good bye to yet another child. He suffers
a cardiac arrest for five and a half minutes at one month
old, after which it is predicted he will have suffered brain
damage and never be able to walk or think. But by the
age of two he is walking without a ventilator and starts
showing signs of accelerated mental and emotional
development. At thirteen months he shows care and
empathy for another girl, at three he is reading and by
four composing and writing poetry.
The third child, Jamie, is still alive until Mattie is three
and he has a very strong bond with his brother. When
Jamie dies Jeni stimulates Mattie to deal with his grief by
writing. Prayer is a way for them to express their feelings
as are playing and making up stories. These develop into
poetry. When he sees footage of the Oklahoma bombing
in 1993, he decides to pray for the perpetrators for they
have lost God. From then on his message of peace and
hope starts to be expressed; he is turning towards helping others. Mattie develops a second kind of poetry after
he receives a message from God just before his fourth
birthday. His task becomes to translate that message into
words. Gradually the two kinds of poetry merge as Mattie combines God’s message in his own stories. These

then become the Heartsongs, expressing his reason for
being, available in six volumes. He believes that what
your heart wants also comes back to you. Therefore, by
giving the gift you want most you get it back, in his case
love and happiness through his poetry.
In school he skips grades due to his advanced intellect.
Yet his physical health prevents him from joining in with
other children’s fun and games. A normal social life is not
possible. Their community is extended though: friendships are formed with neighbours and fellow Catholics
and within support organisations. Some of these are vital
for Jeni to be able to cope with the constant monitoring,
day and night, and the frequent emergencies and trips
and stays in the hospital. They are very poor; living in
a dark basement that has no windows and existing on
hand-outs. Every morning they assess what they will do
that day and this always includes celebrating life among
the doctors’ appointments. His mother, as a devout Christian, teaches him about inner peace and forgiveness and
about meeting one’s own future without fear or anger.
When he is ten they switch to home schooling with
high school material. Jeni herself is working on a PhD in
Special Education at the same time and travels often to
give lectures. Through having to accompany her, Mattie
eventually also mounts the stage and starts his public
speaking. As a pre-teen he becomes more conscious of
his isolation; Jeni is now permanently wheelchair bound
and his own condition declines. A permanent trach tube
is attached to his neck to supply oxygen but the operation causes a coma and he has a near death experience.
Other problems persist and he is now constantly living
and dying at the same time. When he prays to the relic
of a saint his situation improves.
Through a charity that grants wishes for dying children
he gets in touch with Oprah Winfrey, a talk-show hostess on American TV, who becomes a close friend and
confidante. He also meets and befriends ex-president
Jimmy Carter, a renowned peacemaker and winner of
the Nobel Peace prize himself. The day after he arranges
to go on Oprah’s show for the first time, the attack on
the Twin Towers takes place and the world is plunged
in turmoil. Mattie’s reaction is to change all his public
speaking to focus on the need for forgiveness, love and
peace. Everyone now wants to hear his message. TV
shows, newspapers and publishers fight for his attention.
He appears many times on the very popular Oprah Winfrey and Larry King shows. His health improves also with
the help of a prayer circle Oprah sets up. People all over
the world and from all religious and social backgrounds
listen and are inspired by messages like this one: ‘Think
gently, speak gently and live gently, so the whole world
is touched gently by the essence of your existence.’
Increasing fame enables them to set up a medical
fund with the revenue of his book sales. Jeni’s university
stipend, now available for day to day expenses, allows
them to move into a new apartment. They have windows for the first time ever. Nevertheless Mattie’s health
deteriorates again and when the Iraq war starts he is
devastated, feeling he has failed in his mission. This affects his health badly. He needs daily blood transfusions
from now on. He sees himself as truly embracing all of
humanity in himself in this way. By the time he is thirteen
his focus shifts from looking forward to a happy future
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to looking back and remembering. He stops sharing his writing to
Pahkla Camphilli Küla
spare others his thoughts on death.
Pahkla Camphilli Küla in Estonia needs a farmer who is able and willing
to bring the idea of social farming in Estonia to reality.
By the end of 2003 his body is giving up and travel is no longer
 	
More info: Katarina Seeherr,
			
Pahkla Camphilli Küla
possible. He fears that God is giving up on him too, no longer send			
79742 Kohila vald
ing him messages. This creates a huge silence around him. However,
			
Rapla mk.
			Estonia
the unsayable is said subliminally. People start to say goodbye. Back
in hospital in 2004 he tries to make others understand he is really
dying this time but he has been on the edge so often and he is the
miracle boy after all, so that no one believes him. Especially his
www.pahklack.org  pahklack@hot.ee
mother has a hard time accepting the inevitable. She thinks that
if they don’t discuss it he will not get permission to go. He suffers
Self Catering Holiday House: The White House Killin
several cardiac arrests and is in coma for two months. After that
Set within the beautiful
he only speaks rarely and only about what is most important; love,
Loch Lomond and
Trossachs National Park,
inspiration and amusement. His aim is still to comfort others.
The White House is in an
When his heart stops again on 22 of June his mother decides not
ideal location to explore
the natural beauty of
to resuscitate him as before. Yet even in death the miracles don’t
Highland Perthshire,
stop. Hours after, his body is still warm. And at the annual sumScotland. Situated in a
secluded setting near
mer camp which he always attended and loved very much, a great
the shores of Loch Tay, this area offers outstanding op-portunities
thunderstorm strikes followed by a rainbow, at the same time as his
for touring, walking, cycling, bird watching and canoeing.
passing. His funeral is attended by hundreds of people including
Comprises 5 bedrooms with accommodation
for up to 12 persons sharing.
his famous friends. Nevertheless, up to the last he thinks of having
contact neil@ochiltowerschool.org for a brochure and availability
fun and has a fart machine go off in his
coffin. Always a practical joker, healing
through laughter has begun for those
GARVALD SOCIAL THERAPY WORKSHOP
who love him.
His philosophy really strikes a chord.
Wednesday (evening) 10th, Thursday 11th & Friday 12th October 2012
Reading his poetry and his thoughts
at the Gillis Centre, Edinburgh
you find yourself listening to a very
Presencing: co-creating in the present moment
wise old soul. Yet it is impossible to
forget he was only a child whose life
was so short, who was always in pain
and always dependent on others for
The Garvald organisations have held social therapy conferences or workshops every two years over the
everything. It gives his story an extra
past two decades. These have involved people from Camphill and independent initiatives from across
edge, a peculiar poignancy that you
Scotland and further afield.
can’t ignore. More than a book review,
this is an attempt to bring this extraorWe live in a time of profound change where together we have to find new and creative solutions to
often harsh challenges. However we can discover a future stream in our meetings with people - as
dinary life to the attention of more
individuals, in teams and in our organisations. We need to listen for the future while building on the
people. And I believe Messenger is a
best of the past. Our challenge is to consciously live with 'not-knowing' when our previous certainties
good place to start to get to know Matmay appear fragile. One key framework for the event will be the Theory U of Otto Scharmer: a
tie, his poetry and his message.
structured way of discovering the emergence of future possibilities within organisational life. This
‘Promise me you will choose to
means being open to new creative and generative possibilities rather than trying to order and control
inhale and not just breathe simply to
the future based on our past experiences: in other words, to be open to our fullest potential. In this
exist.’
highly participative workshop we will explore these themes through dialogue, improvisation, clowning,
Anna is a freelance speech artist
contemplative practice and open space conferencing. We will use reflective approaches to
who looks after her family of three
understanding our experience, and explore our capacities for change using embodiment and
in Aberdeen and is currently studying
enactment rather than the usual linear thinking. The event will be engaging, meaningful and
enjoyable with liberal amounts of humour.
part-time towards a degree
in English literature.
Enrica Dal Zio lives in Bologna and is an experienced actor, director, clown and speech therapist.
She is widely recognised as a professional coach and group trainer. From her synthesis of the
techniques of Jacques Lecoq, Michael Chekhov, Rudolf Steiner and Viola Spolin she has created a
new approach to becoming a clown. She gives courses, seminars and conferences in Italy,
throughout Europe, Russia, Brazil and the United States of America.

George Perry is a facilitator and trainer specialising in accompanying individuals and organisations
through the challenge of change. He designs holistic learning activities for teams and communities;
and acts as a coach for individuals. He also has wide experience in conflict resolution. George has
many years experience serving a wide range of clients including educational and social care
organisations such as Camphill communities.

“We cannot solve today’s problems with the same consciousness that created them”
A�bert Ei�stei�
If you would like to be kept updated please get in touch with:
The Engine Shed, 19 St Leonards Lane, Edinburgh.
Tel: 0044 (0)131 6620040 or email admin@theengineshed.org for further details.
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Camphill St Albans
Care and Support Manager / Registered Manager
Salary £30,000 – £34,000 pa according to experience and qualifications
A rare opportunity has arisen at Camphill St Albans for a Care and Support
Manager/Registered Manager. We are seeking an exceptional candidate to
manage the care and support team, providing support to over 25 people with
learning disabilities and/or mental health conditions.
A requirement of this post is to become registered with the CQC.
Skills, experience and qualifications required for this role:
At least 5 years’ experience in a similar social care role
Significant experience of the Learning disability and/ or Mental health sector
NVQ 4 or equivalent, registered manager’s award or equivalent
Desirable:
Experience of working in a Camphill / Anthroposophical setting
Knowledge and understanding of the Camphill ethos
Professional social care qualification i.e. Social work or nursing
Previously registered with CQC as Registered Manager
For further information and application pack please contact:
Jonathan 01727 811228 or email jonathan@camphillstalbans.org.uk

Need to stay in Edinburgh? Come and stay with us!














Our quiet and comfortable B&B is close to the city centre.
Good breakfast choice with locally sourced organic and
biodynamic ingredients where possible.
Off street parking
Huw & Jane Sheppard
From £30pppn
39 Merchiston Avenue
(long stay/child discounts).









Plowshare Farm
an anthroposophically-based intentional community
that includes people in need of special care
is looking for a family, couple or individual to join us as a
lifesharing coworker(s). We are about forty people who tend
the land and each other. There is room here for folks with a
pioneer spirit and for the individual to make a difference.
Though there is room for growth and further becoming as a
community, we are also stable both financially and in our
foundations.
Requirements: enthusiasm for bringing out the best in others,
striving toward a healthy, rhythmical lifestyle, willingness to
work out of an understanding of human development based
on anthroposophy, good household skills including orderliness and financial management, desire to live and work in an
anthroposophically-based, spiritually striving community and
at least one of the following: practical skills (hand crafts, farming, baking, pottery, fiber arts, woodwork, mechanics etc.) a
background with the developmentally disabled, training in
social therapy, foundational knowledge of anthroposophy, an
artistic practice. Farming background would be particularly
helpful.
We strive to offer a balanced lifestyle including meaningful
work, adequate vacations, health care, compensation and
retirement. We respect and value family life. We offer training in social therapy through the Camphill School of Curative Education and Social Therapy Community-based Extension program.
To learn more about us please glance at our website
plowsharefarm.org
Inquire further by contacting Kimberly Dorn at
kimberly@plowsharefarm.org
or 00 1 603 547 2547

Edinburgh EH10 4PD
Email: therowantree39@yahoo.com
Tel: 0131 229 7803
Mobile: 07792029608 www.edinburghrowantreebnb.co.uk

JOIN US!
We are looking for colleagues to join us:
•
•
•
•
•

Co-workers for a service volunteer year
House Leaders
Work Masters
Care House Leaders
Students for the Social Therapy Program

who are willing to contribute to the life and work in our life-sharing community (interest
or skills in crafts and the land are most welcome).
At present we are 240 people of different backgrounds, ages and abilities, located in rural
upstate New York.
If you are interested, please contact: Elvira Neal, Camphill Village U.S.A., Inc.
Copake, New York 12516, Email: volunteer@camphillvillage.org

pointandcircle
pointandcircle

Magazine for Curative Education and Social Therapy

The magazine for
anthroposophical curative education and
social therapy throughout the world.
The Journal of Curative Education and Social
Therapy stopped printing in 2010 but the anthroposophical contribution in this realm was sorely
missed. Hence the resurrection of pointandcircle;
and we are happy to say that the response has
been enthusiastic and warm.

Sunset, Beppe Assenza

Summer 2012

We would be pleased to send you a subscription
(£18.00 for four issues a year including postage)
or an individual copy (£4.50 + postage) so you
can see for yourself why this magazine has been
so well received.

Thank you for your support and interest –
it helps to keep the anthroposophical
world of curative education and social therapy informed, focussed,
engaged, and listening!
Please contact: Bianca Hugel (Subscriptions) at pandcsubs@gmail.com
or at:
7 Wheeler Street, Stourbridge, West Mids, UK, DY8 1XL
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Remembrance of a Garden, Paul Klee
The Dove Logo of the Camphill movement is a symbol of the pure, spiritual principle which underlies the physical human form.
Uniting soon after conception with the hereditary body, it lives on unimpaired in each human individual.
It is the aim of the Camphill movement to stand for this ’Image of the Human Being’ as expounded in Rudolf Steiner’s work,
so that contemporary knowledge of the human being may be enflamed by the power of love.
Camphill Correspondence tries to facilitate this work through free exchange within and beyond the Camphill movement.
Therefore, the Staff of Mercury, the sign of communication which binds the parts of the organism into the whole,
is combined with the Dove in the logo of Camphill Correspondence.

Editors:
Maria Mountain (Editor) Parkhill Flat, Elmfield School, Love Lane, Stourbridge, West Midlands, DY8 2EA, UK
Email: campcorresp@gmail.com
Deborah Ravetz (Assistant), 3 Western Road, Stourbridge, DY8 3XX, UK
Subscriptions and Adverts:
Bianca Hugel, 7 Wheeler Street, Stourbridge, DY8 1XL, UK
Email: campcosubs@gmail.com
Advertisements:
Suggested contribution of £25–£45 per small announcement/advert.
Cheques can be sent to Bianca (address above), made out to Camphill Correspondence.
Subscriptions:
£21.60 per annum for six issues, or £3.60 for copies or single issues.
Please make your cheque payable to Camphill Correspondence and send with your address to Bianca Hugel (address above),
or you can pay by Visa or MasterCard, stating the exact name as printed on the card, the card number, and expiry date.
Back Copies:
are available from Bianca Hugel and from Camphill Bookshop, Aberdeen
Deadlines:
Camphill Correspondence appears bi-monthly in January, March, May, July, September and November.
rd
Deadlines for ARTICLES are: Jan 23 , Mar 23rd, May 23rd, July 23rd, Sept 23rd and Nov 16th.
ADVERTISEMENTS and SHORT ITEMS can come up to ten days later than this.
Camphill Correspondence Ltd, registered in England 6460482
Lay-up by Christoph Hänni, Produced by www.roomfordesign.co.uk

